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Dear Rob 
 
FOLLOW UP TO RACCE COMMITTEE MEETING OF 5 OCTOBER 2011 
 
I‟d like to thank the committee for the opportunity to discuss the budget at the meeting on the 
5 October.  As I explained that day, I am absolutely committed to prioritising economic 
growth and doing all we can to support our industries.  For example, I have doubled the food 
and drink industry budget, to provide further assistance to help our world-class food and 
drink sector, and have maintained our investment in the rural economy through a new land 
fund to support community empowerment.   
 
I offered to provide some additional information on several questions from committee 
members and have outlined this below.       
 
You asked how many monitor farms there are?  
 
There are 4 Climate Change Focus Farms participating in the Farming For a Better Climate 
initiative, and these are:  
  

 Dairy – Ross and Lee Paton, Torr Farm, Solway coast, near Dumfries. 

 Arable -  Robert and Jac Neill, Upper Nisbet Farm, near Jedburgh, Scottish Borders. 

 Upland livestock – David and Morag Houstoun, Glenkilrie, Glen Shee, Perthshire. 

 Farm diversification business (mixed dairy and arable plus ice cream business) – Neil 
and Linsey Butler, Stewart Tower, near Stanley, Perthshire. 

 
You asked if any means have been assessed to speed up the way in which SRDP 
applications are dealt with?  
 
Rural Priorities is a key rural development scheme that has paid £170m over the last three 
years, with the remainder of the £450m commitment to be spread over the remainder of the 
programme.  Acting on feedback from stakeholders, we are currently carrying out a review of 
the Rural Priorities capital claim process and we are committed to further improving our 
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processes, as we have already done for example as a result of feedback from the Cook 
review in 2009. 
 
Jim Hume asked if there has been any work on local food procurement by public 
agencies? 
 
At the meeting, I informed the committee that I was awaiting a report from officials on that, 
which I have now received and is attached at Annex A. 
 
You also asked about allotments and whether we had any plans to increase the number of 
them.  I am committed to doing what we can to increase land for allotment use and my 
officials are currently considering how this might be done.  I would therefore be happy to 
keep the committee updated on progress as our thinking develops.  In the meantime I hope 
this information is helpful but if you, or any other member of the committee, require further 
information or clarification then please let me know.   
 
Kind regards  
 
 

 
 
 
 
RICHARD LOCHHEAD 
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Annex A 
 

SCOTLAND’S NATIONAL FOOD AND DRINK POLICY 
Progress Report on Public Procurement 

 
 

1.  SCOTLAND’S NATIONAL FOOD AND DRINK POLICY 
 
PURPOSE 
 
The aim of the National Food and Drink Policy is to promote sustainable economic growth by 
ensuring that the Scottish Government's focus in relation to food and drink, and in particular 
its work with the food and drink industry addresses; quality, health and wellbeing, 
environmental sustainability, access and affordability. 
 
Recipe for Success, the „Next Steps‟ of the National Food and Drink Policy was published in 
June 2009.  Informed by the report „Walking the Talk‟, Recipe for Success includes the „Next 
Steps‟ commitments to take forward an improvement agenda for the procurement and 
delivery of Public Sector of food and drinks. 
 
SCOPE 
 
Public procurement of food and drink plays an important role in delivering public services, 
such as health and education, and involves all government departments, local authorities, 
agencies and other public bodies. 
 
As separate legal entities each public body is required to formulate and implement its own 
budgetary decisions, to decide its policy on food procurement and to specify what is needed 
to meet its operational and policy priorities.  
 
There is no regulatory basis to the National Food and Drink Policy or mandatory requirement 
for food procurement by the public sector apart from certain legislated aspects relative to 
menu standards for food and nutrition in schools. It is fundamentally important therefore to 
work consistently and proactively alongside public bodies to embed the practices which 
secure best value for the public pound and offer the conditions which create open and 
transparent contract opportunities for SMEs.  
 
FOOD AND DRINK PROCUREMENT 

 
The public sector emphasis in the National Food and Drink Policy is aimed at cultivating an 
agile and proactive public sector which understands food and drink and supports sustainable 
economic growth. It advocates how food producers, suppliers and purchasers can contribute 
to the delivery of sustainable development and how small and medium sized enterprises and 
3rd sector organisations can compete successfully for public sector food contracts. The 
implementation of a sustainable food policy for the public sector also relates to the 
Government's climate change, economic and health improvement policies.  
 

The Guidance - Catering for Change – Buying food sustainably in the public sector (2011) – 
was published as part of Scotland‟s National Food and Drink Policy and defines value for 
money as the optimum combination of whole life cost and quality to meet the user's 
requirement. Value for money does not mean necessarily buying the cheapest products 
available. It means achieving a balance that takes account of the quality of food as well as its 
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cost by the extent that the food purchased contributes towards both the organisation's 
objectives and national objectives, such as sustainable economic growth, community 
planning, health improvement and addressing climate change. 

 
2.  FOOD AND DRINK IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
As a result of the National Food and Drink Policy much has been done to present the public 
sector as an attractive and viable market for Scottish food and drink companies, and to bring 
to the fore the opportunities that exist within EU Procurement Regulation for caterers and 
buyers in the public sector.  
 
The food and drink industry is a key sector of Scotland‟s economy. Scotland's food and drink 
sector employs over 369,000 people and sales in the food and drink industry have increased 
by one billion pounds from 2008 to £11.2 billion. While the Public Sector‟s expenditure on 
food and drinks is in comparison a fraction it is still in excess of £130 million per annum and 
is, of course, public money.  This has particular significance because it presents a potentially 
important and stable market for small and medium sized businesses (SMEs) who wish to 
develop the business within the relative security that public contracts can offer.  In addition 
the public sector is expected to lead by example in the practice of sustainable procurement. 
 
SUSTAINABLE  PROCUREMENT - LEGAL CONTEXT  
 
Directive 2004/18/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the coordination of 
procedures for the award of public works contracts applies to public supply contracts and 
public service contracts. The Directive was implemented for Scotland by The Public 
Contracts (Scotland) Regulations 

2006. This legislation is intended, amongst other things, to protect and foster open and 
transparent public procurement across EU Member States. This means, for example: 
 

 When selecting or pre-qualifying potential bidders, where they are located within the 
EU cannot be taken into account 

 When evaluating tenders, where the food originates or is processed cannot be taken 
into account this means for example that “food miles” i.e. the distance food travels, 
cannot be taken into account when evaluating competing bids. 

 The Directive does however clarify how contracting authorities can contribute to the 
protection of the environment and the promotion of sustainable development, and it 
aims to provide greater flexibility in procedures in order to meet the needs of public 
procurement bodies.  

 
STRATEGY 
 
Historically the drive for greater efficiency in public sector procurement did result in a trend to 
build volume in larger contracts than tender small contracts. In most cases, large contracts 
can provide economies of scale which produce efficiencies and stimulate innovation as they 
are more likely to provide the levels of finance and reward necessary for this to take place.  
 
However in other cases, as for food and drink, unbundling contracts into smaller geographic 
and product lots can create a genuine competitive opportunity for food producers and SMEs. 
Such a strategy can moreover increase the opportunity for wider social, economic and 
environmental benefits to be produced through sustainable procurement and this the 
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strategy being encouraged through the implementation of the National Food and Drink 
Policy. It will take time to evolve.  It requires the cooperation of public bodies to take the 
opportunity to review and reconfigure legally awarded contracts as they expire, but this is 
particularly important given the high number of Micro and SME food and drink producers in 
the Scotland. 
 
The Public Procurement Reform Programme and the National Food and Drink Policy 
therefore deals with a broad range of strategies designed to: 

 Increase understanding of how public sector food procurement relates to a range of 
legislation and Government policies and how this should be recognised corporately by 
each public agency. 

 Increase transparency of public procurement processes. 

 Increase the confidence and participation in public food contracts, particularly by 
SMEs.  

 Increase awareness of the wider value of healthy sustainable food across all 
producers, purchasers and consumers. 

 

The Catering for Change (2011) Guidance advocates that public bodies set reasonable 
requirements relating to quality and service, provided they do not discriminate against EU 
suppliers. In planning and specifying requirements for food and catering contracts, caterers 
and buyers are asked to consider at the outset what type of suppliers the contract 
requirement is likely to attract by; 

 specifying more fresh, seasonal produce and fewer fruit, vegetables or other produce 
that has to come from further afield  

 specifying recognised quality standards  
 placing an obligation in the contract for recording the origin of the produce being 

supplied and for supplying regular management information  
 building into the contract regular meetings to discuss with the contractor on a 

voluntary basis any further progress that can be made to improve the sustainability of 
the contract  

 the healthy characteristics of food and quality requirements  
 shelf life  
 specifying Protected Geographical Indication and Protected Designation of Origin 

standards where justified by menu requirements  
 traceability and recall procedures  
 organic food  
 Climate Change and emissions reductions obligations  
 delivery frequencies  
 equal opportunity issues including medical, ethnic, cultural, religious dietary needs  
 encouraging participation and competition by as wide a range of suppliers as 

possible, including smaller businesses  
 supplier development programmes, meet the buyer events and advertising contracts 

widely and in good time for the seasonal production of food  
 promoting the use of product and/or geographic 'lots' during the tender process, 

where this is consistent with value for money. when appropriate, advertising sub-
contracting opportunities in large contracts  

 any policy to support fair trade  
 opportunities, including sub-contracting opportunities, for supported businesses, 

social enterprises and third sector organisations  
 employment and training opportunities for existing and new staff 
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3.  CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Both the National Food and Drink Policy and the McClelland Review of Public Procurement 
in Scotland aim to maximise the opportunities for SMEs in public contracts. In particular, they 
seek to allow the local and national procurement categories to better support access to 
public contracts. This is particularly relevant for SME‟s in the food and drink industry. The 
Food and Drink Policy therefore seeks to maximise these opportunities in the food and drink 
sector.  
 
McClelland,  who led Public Procurement Reform in Scotland has endorsed this work; „I am 
very encouraged that through the work of the National Food  and Drink Policy there is a clear 
focus on the important role of SMEs and that as a result there is now growing interest from 
food businesses in public contracts‟. 
 
A Summary of Industry Challenges and Opportunities 
 

 There is an increasing opportunity for suppliers, that are able to demonstrate price 
competitiveness to assist the public sector to deliver its sustainability objectives and 
much work is on track to remove barriers and encourage SMEs producers to apply for 
Public Procurement contracts. This has included public bodies dividing tenders into 
smaller geographic lots, hosting workshops, simplifying contracts and publicising new 
opportunities. Corresponding take up from smaller suppliers while improving 
significantly, still offers substantially untapped potential.  

 While offering secure payment and a predictable demand industry often perceives 
public contacts for food as low margin, complex distribution and contracts that are 
onerous. 

 Supplying the Public Sector requires an experienced, knowledgeable and competent 
approach to business, with appropriate infrastructure to; process orders, store and 
distribute products efficiently and achieve consistently high levels of customer service. 
There may be further work necessary to improve the industry‟s capacity in this 
important area. To be successful SME producers must be able to demonstrate, that 
they can consistently meet the product specification, and evidence assurance of 
quality and food safety with good arrangements for distribution. For example 
supplying food into hospitals – will require British Retail Consortium (BRC) 
accreditation or equivalent as a condition of NHS contracts 

 While menus can take account of seasonality the supply of product and the necessary 
volumes must be available consistently throughout the year. 

 
A Summary of Challenges and Opportunities for Public Bodies 
 

 Purchasing decisions by public bodies are made on behalf of hospital patients, school 
children and many other groups. A key issue is that other than for schools there is no 
statutory basis for quality, nutrition of food, or a duty to derive social, economic or 
environmental benefit through procurement of food. Food procurement decisions 
taken by institutions should be exemplary and progressive. 

 Contracts are awarded on the Most Economically  Advantageous Tender (MEAT). 
This approach is welcomed by industry, and there is now better awareness and 
acknowledgement also within the public sector that food and drink is a priority for 
Scotland‟s health and sustainable economic growth. Public sector catering operates 
within very tight budgetary constraints and if it is to be adopted by public agencies 
sustainably produced food has to be the most attractive option. This can be achieved 
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by tendering contracts which seek to secure social, economic and environmental wins 
(sustainable development). The National Food and Drink Policy advocates that in the 
contract evaluation there is a mechanism to balance the price, sustainability and 
quality aspects of food and drink contracts.  

 Public Sector Procurement organisations do not always receive the recognition they 
deserve for the amount of local food they now purchase through regional specialist 
wholesalers such as in meat, dairy and fruit fresh meat, dairy and bakery where 
Scottish produce is currently 75 -100% of spend and this should be understood more 
widely. 

 All public sector caterers and buyers are having to manage exceptional price 
increases given the levels of food inflation over the past year. 

 
4.  PROGRESS AND IMPACT 
 
Public bodies note that there is an increasing interest in public sector food and drink 
contracts and the number of Scottish food and drink companies that have successfully bid 
for and won competitive tenders vary in size from the multi-million pound business, 
Graham‟s Family Dairy, to McAlister‟s, a small family dairy business operating on the Island 
of Bute.  
 
While there remains more work to be done to continue to improve 
procurement practices, to develop SME tendering skills, to build up capacity and to develop 
further secure and efficient distribution and supply chains, there is good evidence of a new 
willingness in the public sector to work collaboratively to bring about positive change and 
there are good indications that  SMEs  are increasingly interested in public contracts. 
 
There are 783 suppliers to the 117 public organisations purchasing food in Scotland. The 
expenditure by public bodies shows that most fresh produce is being spent in Scotland 
 

• Milk and Dairy       97% 
• Bread and Bakery     92% 
• Meat Poultry and Fish     88% 
• Fruit and Vegetables     57% 
 

NHS Scotland 
 
NHS are very focussed on supporting the removal of barriers to SMEs and as such have 
constructed several tenders in 2010 and 2011 to achieve this. For Milk & Fresh Fruit 
&Vegetables - the tenders have been constructed using geographic lots to create smaller 
more manageable opportunities to encourage wider interest.  NHS report that this strategy is 
having the intended effect:  Milk has seen 11 notes of interest when last time tender was 
published there was only 1 bidder.  Similarly, the contracts for Prepared and Fresh Fruit & 
Vegetables produced 18 notes of interest and this is unprecedented.  The Butchermeat 
contract, valued at  £2.5m, was lotted geographically by Health Board area.  Previously this 
contract when tendered attracted interest from 9 suppliers and in comparison there has now 
been interest from 16 suppliers, the overwhelming majority of the contract being awarded to 
2 Scottish companies - McClays and Campbell‟s Prime Meats.  The Bakery contract was also 
lotted geographically by Health Board area.  There was previously interest from 9 suppliers 
and on this occasion increased to 14 suppliers.  NHS national procurement are firmly 
committed to supporting and pursuing the local and sustainable agenda wherever possible 
within the boundaries of EU Regulation and budgetary considerations. 
 
Local Authorities - Scotland Excel 
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Since the launch of Scotland Excel in April 2008, 7 contracts have been delivered for:  
Frozen Foods, Groceries, Meats, Milk, Catering Disposables, Hygiene Units and Hygiene 
Solutions.  As an example the forthcoming Groceries contract valued at £15million over 
3 years is proposed be tendered in 27 lots - pending approval by participating Local 
Authorities – this is compared to a contract award to national sole supplier previously.  For 
five  out of seven of these contracts, Scotland Excel held supplier forums prior to advert 
which invited suppliers to raise awareness of the contract and learn how to use it‟s electronic 
tendering system.  In particular for both the meats and milk contracts, these roadshows were 
held in Central Scotland, Aberdeen, Argyll & Bute and Highland areas.  Notably both the 
meats and milk contracts were split into as many as 62 geographical permutations and three 
separate product lots in order to encourage competition for SME‟s to bid.  There is now 
heightened awareness among caterers and buyers in local authorities of food and 
sustainability being high on the agenda for Scottish Government though further work is 
necessary for this to achieve what is possible.  Scotland Excel also commit to simplifying 
tender documents where possible and through Meet The Buyer events aim to ensure that as 
far as possible any real or perceived obstacles are reviewed and addressed. 
 
The Scottish Prison Service  
The SPS confirms an increase in the volume of companies expressing interest and bidding 
for the last round of five national food contracts compared to the previous procurements 
completed in 2005/2006.  For both dairy produce and meat and poultry contracts 
8 expressions of interest were received and this led to 5 bids being tendered. SPS were one 
of the early adopters of the Public Contracts Scotland contract advertising portal from 
October 2008.  The cross government marketing of the portal has clearly led to the service 
receiving a marked  increase in expressions of interest contract and tenders from companies 
who have not previously sought business from SPS.  There are now various levels of formal 
and informal engagement with suppliers to promote SME engagement and effective 
contracts.  For example in developing an optimum procurement strategy for configuration of 
geographical lots and product types. 
 
Universities and Colleges - APUC 
APUC have also followed a helpful strategy of breaking down the requirement into 
geographical lots and into distinct product lots rather than consolidating a range of product 
categories into a few very large contracts. This is being done to encourage SMEs, and 
APUC have noted an increasing interest in their contracts through this strategy.  For 
example, in 2010, across Scotland the Bakery goods contract was segmented into 12 
geographically relevant lots; for Butchermeat there were 6 geographic lots with 
22 companies expressing interest though in the end just 6 bids were received. The tender 
was won mainly by a strong Scottish company Campbells.  For Fruit and Vegetables 
19 companies were invited to tender with the majority of contracts awarded to two Scottish 
SMEs.  For Fish and Seafood 6 geographic lots produced 13 invitations to tender and 6 bids 
with the contract awarded to a sizable Scottish company, Campbells Prime Meats.  Dairy 
produce was tendered in 10 geographic lots and was won by two Scottish businesses, the 
majority to Graham‟s Dairy. 
 
The conclusion from the above is that the appropriate buying agencies, working with their 
stakeholder boards, prisons, colleges and local authorities etc, are tendering contracts 
consistent with the aims of the National Food and Drink Policy and other sustainable 
procurement policies which are of the right scale for SMEs by configuring contracts that are 
accessible to SMEs by geography and product, and this is being done to good effect. 
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5.  PROGRAMME OF WORK 
 
Through the direction set by its procurement policies and a wide range of allied tools and 
actions, of which the National Food and Drink Policy is a key part, the Scottish Government 
is driving change and creating the conditions for sustainable procurement and in particular 
for Public Bodies to develop improved market opportunities for SMEs.  
 

Procurement Policies  
 

 The Procurement and Commercial Directorate have delivered a ground breaking 
single facility for buyers and suppliers to access information on public sector contracts 
via the free Public contracts Scotland on-line portal.  Once registered food and drink 
companies receive email alerts for forthcoming public sector food and drink contracts. 

 Support for suppliers and producers is improved through six simple steps which 
commits public bodies to improving the way they work with businesses, including to 
support small and medium sized businesses  tendering to the public sector. 

 The Sustainable Procurement Action Plan, mandatory for the core Scottish 
Government and adopted across the wider public sector, is a seminal document 
which guides the whole public sector. 

 Leading by example through the Scottish Government Foodservice contract with 
Sodexo, the source of food used in its catering contract has significantly increased 
with the quantity of Scottish sourced fresh meat, dairy, bakery and fish now 100% in 
most cases. 

 
Joining up the National Food and Drink and Procurement Policies  
 

 An industry Guide, which was also supported with a seminar for the foods and drink 
industry, was published (June 2010) for food and drink SMEs.  This is an insightful 
and fundamentally practical Guide that demystifies public procurement contracts for 
micro and SMEs and provides key information from how to access opportunities, 
successful tendering, example of method statements to build on, costing  and other 
key success factors. Disseminated by Scotland Food and Drink as the lead industry 
organisation http://www.scotlandfoodanddrink.org/site/guide_doc/public-food-
procurement-guide---web-version-(2).pdf 

 

 The Food and Drink Industry Division, supported by the Procurement Directorate, in 
January 2011 published new guidance on “Catering for Change – Buying food 
sustainably in the public sector and Catering Services” to ensure that public bodies 
are guided to create contracts‟ with the maximum opportunity for the public sector to 
transact with EU SMEs including the Scottish food industry. This was also supported 
with a well attended conference for the public sector caterers and buyers. The 
Guidance is directed at the  public sector and designed to promote the achievement 
of sustainable development objectives and to allocate an appropriate weighting to 
social, economic and environmental factors when awarding contracts food and 
catering services according to EC award criteria. 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/337607/0110844.pdf 

 

 Promising new research has been commissioned to determine options around 
Regional Cross Sectoral Collaborative Procurement which will focus on the relative 
merits of all public bodies buying food collaboratively on a geographic basis within 
Scotland. This would mean instead of each sector (NHS, Local Authorities buying 
consortia etc ) buying separately and nationally that schools, hospitals, colleges and 
others would buy collaboratively within a region of Scotland. 

http://www.scotlandfoodanddrink.org/site/guide_doc/public-food-procurement-guide---web-version-(2).pdf
http://www.scotlandfoodanddrink.org/site/guide_doc/public-food-procurement-guide---web-version-(2).pdf
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/337607/0110844.pdf
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 An innovative pilot project was commissioned to create a template which would assist 
a single producer or groups of producers, anywhere in Scotland, to submit a tender 
for Public Sector contracts. In order to share this knowledge with industry and other 
interested parties, the pilot was designed to identify the barriers and challenges, 
which arose and how they were overcome. Through the C2 Cultivating Collaboration 
Project the lessons learned from the pilot projects are being taken forward to sharpen 
the focus on skills and business planning necessary for SME‟s interested in tendering 
for public sector contracts. 

 

 We are working with national procurement organisations and caterers in support of 
increasing the availability of fresh, sustainable food and drink by increasing access to 
those tenders by SME‟s. Use of Scottish sourced food within the public sector varies 
depending on the food type and sector which is  why the national food and drink 
policy has a commitment to raise awareness of the origin of food supplied through 
public sector contracts. Procurement organisations are starting to monitor the origin of 
food. 

 

 Knowledge transfer is a critical issue and there are now many more Supplier Forums 
and Meet the Buyer events taking place to encourage  SME food producers and 
improve engagement with primary producers, manufacturers, the food service sector, 
and food distributors, to encourage greater understanding of how to tender 
successfully for public contracts for food and drink. Increasingly, to improve 
opportunity for smaller food producers specialising in a small range of products, public 
sector organisations now advertise contracts by a geographical area and by product 
type to encourage greater interest and competition. 

 

 The Public Bodies Climate Change Duties Guidance now places appropriate 
emphasis on the procurement of food and drink related services in achieving 
Scotland‟s carbon and  greenhouse-gas reduction targets.  Further exemplification of 
mitigation and local food procurement  will be helpful.  

 

 There are clearer standards and expectations. The „Food in Hospitals‟ report now 
stipulates menu planning, food and nutrition standards for the NHS.  Local authorities 
comply with the Schools (Health Promotion and Nutrition) Act, 2007 which set out the 
mandatory food and nutrition standards and advocates the procurement of  
sustainable food.  

 
Other related activity 
 

 Maintaining regular communication to extend the influence of the aims of the 
National Food and Drink Policy with Local Authorities and other public bodies as 
well as addressing of larger public sector audiences involved in public sector 
catering and procurement; 

 Arranging regular communication with a range of industry foodservice, producer 
and industry organisations,  and maintaining regular dialogue with procurement 
and supplier development organisations; 

 Supporting the Food for Life Catering Mark which promotes fresh, seasonal and 
local food in public and private catering outlets; 

 Raising awareness of the value  manifest in school food through food education in 
schools to promote industry awareness, support and the school curriculum;  
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 Facilitation of a pilot in schools for Scottish shellfish and a potential pilot promoting 
berries in schools;  

 Promotion of the National Food and Drink Policy in the context of The 
Commonwealth Games 2014; 

 St Andrew‟s Day menu initiative; 

 Food in special schools guidance; 

 Scottish Enterprise Food Forums; 

 C2 Cultivating Collaboration Project and the Soil Association are both funded and 
tasked with – Improving food and drink businesses through collaboration; 

 A Seafood Information Note which will be distributed for caterers and buyers 
explaining good practice for fish and shellfish on menus with advice on the 
availability of Scottish seafood; 

 Supporting the further development of the Healthy Living Award which is relevant 
to public and private caterers and which now has now introduced a Sustainability 
element in relation to the food provided. 

 
6.  CONCLUSION 
 
In the public sector the success of the Government‟s National Food and Drink Policy and 
Sustainable Procurement objectives will require a continued focus with knowledgeable 
engagement to influence caterers and buyers. This will be necessary to ensure the 
willingness of all public bodies to take a proportionate and risk based approach that allows 
for a  sustainable procurement „dividend‟ to be achieved both through the specification and in 
the contract‟s evaluation. Strategies for breaking contracts into smaller lots to encourage 
competition, and the food and menus used in catering are similarly vitally important  factors 
for motivating systemic and cultural change. 
 
The strategy of unbundling contracts into smaller geographic and product lots as advocated 
through the National Food and Drink Policy is opening up a genuine competitive opportunity 
for food producers and SMEs. Such a strategy can moreover increase the opportunity for 
wider social, economic and environmental benefits to be produced through sustainable 
procurement and this is the main focus of work around public procurement. There is 
substantial evidence of progress across the public sector. A heightened awareness both of 
sustainable procurement and the importance of Scotland‟s food and drink producers and 
distributors is bringing about a step change in the way contracts are being tendered.  
 
The challenge for the Scottish Government is to continue this momentum until it is 
mainstream practice across the public sector‟s caterers and buyers and concurrently to focus 
on work with SMEs in relation to public food and drink procurement as a viable market 
opportunity. Further work is essential to strengthen action between industry and caterers and 
buyers and  public agencies. 
 
For SMEs the opportunity is emerging as never before for producers to look at what  the 
public sector market requires. This is a market which has not been regarded in the past as 
an attractive opportunity, however there is now a feasible  opportunity present in public 
sector contracts that the food and drink industry should increasingly consider. This will 
require for many a change in their own business planning and may require them to consider 
how to create dynamic supply chains as well as how to tender successfully for contracts 
which meet the needs of a diverse public sector in Scotland.  
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As legal entities the NHS, Prison Service, Local Authorities, Universities and other public 
bodies are not mandated for the food provided  and must manage different expectations, 
success factors and constraints to the realisation of their vision for sustainable procurement. 
Therefore the  priority which has been put in place for public food, through the National Food 
and Drink Policy, should be sustained to ensure that the momentum being created becomes 
embedded and is maintained over time. 
 
 


